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� We compare GHG mitigation policy including or excluding CCS on socio-economic impacts for the Netherlands.
� We simulate these policy options in a global multiregional Input-Output Model with detailed bottom-up technology data.
� Economy-wide differentials between these mitigation policies are small for Employment, GDP and Imports.
� Notable impacts are found for the energy sector and some upstream sectors (natural gas, construction).
� This pattern shows to base a choice on macroeconomic impacts is hard and it will affect strong and vested interests.
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a b s t r a c t

Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) could be an interesting option to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions in
the Netherlands. This study compares a mitigation strategy for the Dutch power sector that includes CCS
to one without on several socio-economic indicators. In particular, we calculate incremental gross value
added (GVA), employment and import dependency impacts of two such low-carbon power production
portfolios for the Netherlands. We combine technology specific techno-economic bottom-up data with
a macro-economic multi-regional Input-Output-Table containing high sectoral detail. For the total econ-
omy, we find the differences between these scenarios to be small. Still, gross value added, and employ-
ment are lower under the CCS-inclusive strategy, while import dependency is higher. For the power
sector, the differences between the scenarios are, however, considerable. Furthermore, our analysis
shows that also for other sectors the differences between the scenarios could be large. For instance, a
CCS-exclusive strategy leads to considerably higher GVA and employment in domestic construction ser-
vices, while the CCS-inclusive strategy comes with considerably higher GVA and employment for natural
gas mining and related upstream sectors.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The Netherlands aims to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emis-
sions in 2030 by at least 40% compared to 1990 levels [1]. Recently,
the Netherlands also signed the Paris Agreement on Climate
Change (COP21) [2], with the overall objective to keep global tem-
perature rise well below 2 �C and possibly even as low as 1.5 �C.
The energy agreement for sustainable growth for the Netherlands
[3] at the same time states that fossil fuels will remain an impor-
tant energy source over this period. This means that carbon cap-
ture and storage (CCS) will thus be a possible interesting
technique, possibly as transition technology. Also, simply based
on costs, CCS could be an attractive mitigation option in the
Netherlands, given the estimated storage potential in depleted
gas and oil fields for about 2.2 Gt of CO2 [4].

The Netherlands has participated in CCS research for many
years [5]. However, socio-economic impact analyses at the macro
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and sector-level are rare. Studies comparing different alternative
strategies to reduce emissions are even more exceptional. A study
by Koornneef et al. [6], gives a rough range of cumulative gross
value added (GVA) and employment effects that could be attained
by Dutch companies over the period 2010–2050. However, that
study does not directly compare the implementation of CCS to a
strategy relying exclusively on alternative technologies. Such a
comparison of strategies with and without CCS can be found in
Koopmans et al. [7], who present a cost-benefit analysis of welfare
effects for these scenarios, based on key figures from existing liter-
ature. They conclude that there are no significant differences in
overall cost and benefits between the two strategies for the
Netherlands. While providing an interesting insight in possible
aggregate socio-economic impacts of implementing CCS in the
Netherlands, their study does not consider the sectoral, national
and international trade interdependencies of the Netherlands.

In the present study, we implement the power production tech-
nology portfolios for the two strategies from Koopmans et al. [7] -
where an ambitious climate mitigation target was assumed (80%
emission reduction in 2050 compared to 1990) - and explore in
more detail the socio-economic impacts of using a CCS-inclusive
or renewable based strategy for the Dutch power sector. We go
beyond the work by Koopmans et al. [7] by using a Multi-
Regional trade-linked Input-Output-Model (IO-Model). Such mod-
els allow us to gain detailed insights into the upstream economic
effects at the sector-level [8,9]. The high sectoral detail and inter-
national trade links specified in our IO-Model, help us trace the
impacts upstream through the intermediate deliveries.

Our study includes the construction of a detailed economic rep-
resentation of power production in the Netherlands, consistent
with plausible technological modifications until 2030. This is done
by combining techno-economic data, which is country and tech-
nology specific (levelized cost of electricity (LCOE)) with the infor-
mation derived for a Multi-Regional MRIO database1 to specify the
projected input structure of power production in the Netherlands in
2030. Next, we calculate gross value added (GVA), employment and
trade effects for a CCS-inclusive and a renewables only power pro-
duction mix in the Netherlands. We compare the two scenarios
based on these indicators on the aggregate as well as on the
sector-level.

In this paper we contribute to the literature in three ways. In
several studies the impact of CCS on GVA and employment has
been assessed (e.g. [6,10–13]). However, in none of these studies
CCS is considered as part of a portfolio, neither are the impacts
compared to those in an alternative climate mitigation strategy.
This study addresses these shortcomings.

Secondly, we compare the impact of a mitigation strategy with
and without CCS for a small open economy that relies heavily on
(imported) coal and gas fired power production. Earlier studies
have looked at CCS in large, relatively closed economies such as
the US [14], Germany [15] and China [16]. Others research indi-
cates, however, that including CCS can have an impact on the
import dependency of a country (e.g. [17,18]).

Our third contribution lies in the application of a multiregional
Input-Output model for the comparison of two distinct future mit-
igation portfolios. In several very recent studies the IO-Method has
successfully been applied to assess the impacts of gas taxes and
fuel subsidies [19], feed-in tariffs [20], deployment of low-carbon
technologies [21] and implementation of an energy efficiency pro-
gram [22]. To the best of our knowledge this study is the first to
apply this method to the diffusion of CCS in the Netherlands.

In our results, we look at the costs and benefits for specific sec-
tors such as gas mining, fossil fuel imports, and construction. These
1 We use the EXIOBASE database www.exiobase.eu.
costs (or benefits) for each sector could come in the form of lower
(higher) economic activity (GVA) and lower (higher) employment.
Of course the impacts on trade depend crucially on the import
dependency of sectors. The results also allow us to discuss impacts
on energy imports and consequently energy security. In this con-
text, it should be noted that the Netherlands will have to reduce
natural gas production anyway – and thus will have to evaluate
strategies with alternative technologies or increased imports. That
could make energy security an issue in the comparison as CCS
relies more on fossil fuel for energy production.

Our paper proceeds as follows: In Section 2 we describe the sce-
narios and method used in this paper. We present our results in
Section 3. Then Section 4 provides the outcomes of our sensitivity
analysis. Finally, we discuss the research in Section 5 and draw
conclusions in Section 6.
2. Scenario’s and methodology

2.1. Overall approach

To explore economic impacts of CCS use in the power sector we
calculated GVA, import dependency and employment for two
potential future low-carbon power production portfolios in the
Netherlands, using the Multi-Regional Input-Output database
EXIOBASE.2

The analysis consists of four steps:

1. Scenario selection.
2. Modification of power input vectors.
3. Scenario implementation in the Input Output-Table (IO-table)

framework.
4. Calculation of economic indicators.

In step one we adopted two hypothetical scenarios for power
production in the Netherlands for 2030 from Koopmans et al. [7].
Both scenarios achieve the same mitigation target in 2050. The
most important difference between the scenarios is that in one
CCS is excluded from the mitigation options. We chose the year
2030 because CCS can only start to play a considerable role around
that time. Details about the scenarios are given in Section 2.2
below.

In step two we aggregate the EXIOBASE IO-table to three
regions, (i.e. the Netherlands, remaining Europe3 and the Rest of
the World (RoW)) and modify the power sector input coefficients
to represent power production technologies viable in 2030. The lat-
ter are based on supplementary techno-economic cost and perfor-
mance data and more details on this step are provided in
Section 2.3 below.

In step three we implement the scenarios into the 2007 IO-
table, by changing the output shares of different power production
technologies according to the 2030 portfolio shares in the two sce-
narios. For this, we assume that the total sum of monetary output
from power production remains constant in both scenarios. Then,
we calculate the (scenario specific) final demand for power given
the final demand of all other goods and services as in 2007. Our
analysis thus should not be interpreted as a prediction. We show
what two 2030 energy portfolios, including and excluding CCS,
imply in an economy as observed in 2007. This way, we are certain
that the observed effects are due to the difference in the power
portfolio composition. More precisely, we use the power produc-
tion portfolios developed in Koopmans et al. [7] for a hypothetical
what-if analysis to provide insights into the order of magnitude of
2 See EXIOBASE [74] we use version 2.2.2 with a product by product representation.
3 For list of countries per aggregated region see supplementary material.

http://www.exiobase.eu


Table 1
Shares of technologies used for power production in the Netherlands in 2007 and in the scenarios for 2030 and 2050. Source: Koopmans et al. [7] and CBS [27].

Power
production
technology

Share in electricity
production in 2007
in%

Share in electricity
production CCS-scenario
in 2030 in%

Share in electricity
production NOCCS-
scenario in 2030 in%

Share in electricity
production CCS-scenario
in 2050 in%

Share in electricity
production NOCCS-
scenario in 2050 in%

Nuclear 4 7.4 3.4 16 –
Natural gas with CCS – 3.7 – 4 –
Natural gas 58 47.6 43.3 24 24
Coal with CCS – 25.4 – 48 –
Coal 23.4 2.6 20.2 – 5
Biomass 3.8 6.8 8.8 – 3
Solar 0 0.4 0.8 2 17
Wind energya 3.3 6.1 23.5 6 51
Onshore 0.8 3.1 1 7
Offshore 5.3 20.4 5 44

Other 7.4

a We divide the production of wind into on and offshore wind power by using the proportions of wind power potentials estimated for the Netherlands in 2050 [4].
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the macro- and sector-level differences between using the two
strategies. In our analysis we assume that the economic structure
remains constant over the time horizon of this study. Of course
the rest of the economy will not remain constant till 2030, but here
we keep all else equal to avoid confounding our results. The exact
implementation strategy to keep the IO-model internally consis-
tent is described below in Section 2.4.

Finally, in step four we calculate the impacts on economic out-
put on all other products for both scenarios, from which the eco-
nomic indicators (i.e. gross value added, employment and import
dependency) are calculated and compared, respectively. This pro-
cedure is discussed in Section 2.5 below.

2.2. Scenario selection

We build on Koopmans et al. [7] and use the shares of two low-
carbon power production portfolios for the Netherlands in 2030
from their study. Koopmans et al. [7] developed their scenarios
as follows: First, they projected energy demand and economic
development for the Netherlands by adapting the WLO4 scenario
Strong Europe [23,24]. For international data they used the assump-
tions in the IEA Blue Map scenario [25]. In the analysis, global eco-
nomic growth was assumed to be 3.3% p.a., while for the
Netherlands a growth rate of 1.6% was assumed [7].5 The Strong
Europe scenario in the WLO (CPB et al. [23,24]) assumes a carbon
price of 58 euro/tCO2 and Koopmans et al. [7]’s assumptions about
the oil, gas and coal prices were summarized in their Table 3.1. Sub-
sequently, Koopmans et al. [7] defined the potential energy savings
and the corresponding final energy use. Based on this, they deter-
mine different possible production mixes under the constraint of a
reduction in greenhouse gases of 80% in 2050 compared to 1990-
levels.6

Among the alternatives for the energy transition in the Nether-
lands they compared a ‘‘fossil-fuel-based” and a ‘‘renewable-
based” route. The ‘‘fossil-fuel-based” scenario relies more heavily
on fossil fuels but in combination with CCS. Also, more nuclear
power is assumed in the CCS scenario. In contrast, the
‘‘renewable-based” scenario assumes that CCS is not an option
and that the most important energy sources are renewable tech-
nologies. We simply adopted these scenarios and call them the
CCS-scenario and the NOCCS-scenario, respectively.

For both scenarios the final energy use is assumed the same and
amounts to roughly 3100 PJ in 2030 [7]. Also, total electricity
production develops equallyin the two scenarios. The technology
4 Welvaart en leefomgeving (WLO).
5 This assumption is based on the scenario Strong Europe in CPB et al. [24] and is

similar to the prognosis in OECD [75].
6 An overview table with assumptions can be found in Koopmans et al. [7].
mix suggested by Koopmans et al. [7] is not a direct outcome of
an optimization or simulation exercise. The technology mix in each
alternative scenario in Koopmans et al. [7] was constructed based
on scenario specific assumptions about the availability of technolo-
gies, technology potentials and learning curves based on Schoots
[26].

Koopmans et al. [7] assume that international action in mitigat-
ing GHG emissions is taking place as in the Blue Map scenario of the
IEA [25] and the Strong Europe scenario in the WLO [24]. The inter-
national context is important as assuming international emission
reduction action reduces the costs for the Netherlands due to
enhanced technical development and economies of scale [see 7].
Koopmans et al. [7] assume subsidies and an emission trading
scheme (ETS) for the promotion of low-carbon technologies.

Notably, we assume the same carbon price of 58 euro/tCO2 for
the CCS and the NOCCS scenario although the IEA [25] study shows
that the marginal cost increases from 115 €2010/tCO2 to 192 €2010/
tCO2

7 if CCS is not an option in 2050. The reason is that we follow
the approach of Koopmans et al. [7] and want to take the interna-
tional context as given. This assumption can be justified as changing
the strategy between using and not using CCS in the Netherlands is
very unlikely to affect the European CO2 price.

The technology shares in the power production portfolio of the
two scenarios adapted for the Netherlands are shown in Table 1.
The most important technology in 2030 in both scenarios is natural
gas without CO2 capture. The reason for the dominant role of this
technology, also in the future, is that Koopmans et al. [7] assume this
technology will continue to be used for peak demand. In the NOCCS
scenario coal without CO2 capture still makes up 20% of the portfolio.
In contrast, most of the coal in the CCS scenario is used in combina-
tion with CCS and makes up one quarter of the CCS scenario portfo-
lio. Carbon capture with fossil fuels is not an option in the NOCCS
scenario but Koopmans et al. [7] expect offshore wind power to
become competitive from 2030 onwards. The share of wind power
in the NOCCS scenario thus makes up more than 20% and reaches
a mere 6% in the CCS scenario. Also, somewhat more biomass co-
firing is used in the NOCCS scenario compared to the CCS scenario.
Finally, nuclear power is used more in the CCS scenario (7%).

We tested the robustness of our results using the shares for
2050. These are also displayed in Table 1. As can be seen, natural
gas without capture still plays a large role in both portfolios
(24%), while coal without capture is phased out in the CCS portfolio
and plays a minor role in the NOCCS scenario (5%). The major share
of power production in the NOCCS portfolio is power from wind
(51%) while also solar power was assumed to become competitive
by 2050 (17%). In the CCS scenario CCS achieves most of the CO2
7 175 USD2008 to 293 USD2008/tCO2 [25].



Table 2
LCOE for the Netherlands in 2030.

In €2010/MW h Combined
cycle

Pulverization Combined cycle

Type of plant Coal Coal
CCS

Coal Coal
CCS

Natural
gas

Natural
gas CCS

Biomass
co-firinga

Nuclear Onshore
wind

Offshore
wind

Solar
PV

Investment per year (excluding interest) 6.9 9.2 5.2 8.0 3.3 5.5 11.6 7.3 21.4 22.1 51.6
Interest over lifetime + Interest during

construction divided over lifetime
21.3 28.4 16.1 24.6 7.2 11.9 20.3 36.7 37.6 38.8 90.6

O&M 7.3 10.1 5.6 7.9 2.9 3.9 7.5 8.2 7.1 12.9 18.8
Fuel cost 28.2 32.6 28.8 34.2 57.5 64.8 39.6 6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
CO2 tax 38.2 4.4 38.9 4.6 18.9 2.1 11.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CO2 transport 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
CO2 storage 0.0 4.9 0.0 5.1 0.0 2.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Total LCOE 101.9 90.4 94.6 85.2 89.7 90.9 90.4 58.4 66.1 73.8 161.0

Assumptions:
Load factors: For solar pv, on-and offshore wind in the Netherlands we assume load factors of 10%, 25%, and 41%, respectively, which stem from IEA et al. [32]. For nuclear
power we assume a capacity factor of 90%. This is the level that has been reached by US nuclear power plants in the past years [33]. For natural gas combined cycle and
pulverized coal plants with and without CCS we assume 85% and 80% load factor for coal combined cycle plants as in NETL [34]. As biomass electricity is produced by co-firing
we assume the same load factor for biomass as for a coal fired plant without CCS.
Discount rates: We use 10% as a discount rate for all technologies. However, as discount rates are shown to have a large impact on LCOE, we also tested the sensitivity of
results to using different discount rates projected by Oxera Consulting Ltd [35]. For this we chose the following values: For all technologies we choose values from the low
estimate of 2020. For all CCS options this is 11%. For pulverized coal we assume the same as for natural gas, which is 6% in Oxera Consulting Ltd [35]. As combined cycle coal is
not yet deployed on a large scale, we use the same discount rate as for the CCS options i.e. 11%. For biomass co-firing we use the same as given for biomass plants in Oxera
Consulting Ltd [35] which is 8%. For nuclear power they estimate 8%, for onshore wind and solar pv 6% and for offshore wind 9% are used from Oxera Consulting Ltd [35].
Lifetime: For nuclear power we assume 60 years as for GENIII + plants in NETL [36]. For solar and wind power we assume 25 years. For thermal plants with coal 40 years
while natural gas plants have an assumed lifetime of 30 years as in IEA et al. [32]. For biomass co-firing power we assume a lifetime of 25 years [37].
Fuel cost: See Table 4.
Carbon price: 58 Euro2010/tCO2 [38].
Carbon content: coal: 94.8 kgCO2/GJ [39], natural gas: 56.1 kgCO2/GJ [40], biomass: carbon dioxide emissions due to transportation and production of wood pellets ranges
between 7 and 28 kgCO2-eq/GJ [41] for this analysis we use the upper value of the range.
Energy content fuel: Natural gas 38.1 MJ/kg (LHV, daf) [40], coal 31.84 (LHV, daf) [39], biomass 19.4 MJ/kg (LHV, daf)[42].
Capture rate for CCS plants: 90% [34].
CO2 transport and storage cost: We assume an average price of 1.14 euro2010/tCO2 transport cost and 7.19 euro2010/tCO2 for storage cost as derived from GCCSI [43]. These
values are within the range of cost estimated for different storage types in van den Broek et al. [44].
Fixed and variable O&M cost as well as specific capital cost and efficiency values are taken from Brouwer et al. [45,46]. The cost for the biomass co-fired thermal plant was
derived from the cost of the pulverized coal plant. The latter was scaled by the ratio between biomass co-firing and coal fired plant costs as presented in IEAGHG [47]. The
same approach was used to derive the efficiency biomass co-fired power plant. The resulting efficiency amounts to 51% (LHV). For Nuclear power we use an efficiency of 33%
as in IEA [48].
To convert values to €2010 we use the capital cost index of EPPCI without nuclear from IHS [49] for capital cost, the consumer price index (CPI) for energy goods of the OECD
region [50].
Interest during construction: We add IDC for thermal plants by using the TASC multiplier for different technologies as given in NETL [51]. We assume an ‘‘investor owned
utility”-financing structure for all plants. We assume high risk values for combined cycle coal with and without CO2 capture, combined cycle natural gas with CO2 capture,
nuclear power, and pulverized coal with CO2 capture. We assume low risk values for combined cycle natural gas and pulverized coal without CO2 capture, as well as for
biomass fired power plants. The TASC value for IGCC, IGCC-CCS, PC-CCS, biomass and nuclear power is 1.14, for PC 1.134, for NGCC 1.075 and for NGCC-CCS 1.078 [51].

a Note, as we assume that the shares mentioned in Koopmans et al. [7] for biomass co-firing relate to the amount of biomass electricity produced by co-firing plants, we
calculate the fuel price solely based on the biomass price.
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abatement in combination with coal (48%), and nuclear power
(16%), while renewable power makes up only 8% of the total
portfolio.
8 For wind EXIOBASE contains only one input vector. We use the LCOE shares for on
and offshore wind to create two separate input vectors which are based on the
aggregate input vector of EXIOBASE.
2.3. Modification of power input vectors in EXIOBASE

The power production in EXIOBASE version 2.2.2 consists of 12
separately specified input vectors, each of which represents a dif-
ferent power production technology in 2007. These input vectors
were created prior to this research by disaggregating the energy
sector of the supply and use tables that form the basis for the EXIO-
BASE input output database (see Wood et al. [28–30]). In this
research, we replace these input vectors for power production in
the Netherlands such that the input coefficients represent the
power production options used in 2030 according to the scenarios
discussed above. We do this exclusively for the input vectors rep-
resenting power production in the Netherlands. There are no
changes for the other sectors or regions. The major changes to
the input vectors of the power sector involve:

� The change of input coefficients based on the cost shares (Tables
2 and 3) of levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) for the (2007)
Dutch power sector that is already in the model. This LCOE
was calculated for power production in 2030 and includes a car-
bon price of 58 €/tCO2, consistent with the assumption in Koop-
mans et al. [7] and CPB et al. [23,24]. The cost shares are used to
adjust the input coefficients representing the supply of prod-
ucts, services and primary inputs (e.g. labor costs) to the pro-
duction of power with different technologies. We use the
LCOE from a consistent set of techno-economic data for all
power technologies. This reduces possible bias introduced from
the disaggregation process of power production in EXIOBASE.

� The addition of input vectors representing power production
with Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) for natural gas and coal
in 2030.

� The distinction of two types of wind power production (onshore
and offshore wind)8 as this sector was represented as one aggre-
gate input vector in EXIOBASE.

� The internalization of the capital cost for power production for
all technologies. This means that we distribute the investment
cost share over intermediate inputs, instead of accounting for
this share as part of the value added account as usually done



Table 3
Assumptions to create input vectors representing 2030 power technologies in the Netherlands.
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Table 4
Fuel price assumptions for 2030.

Fuel type €2010/GJ

Coala 4.08
Gasa 9.90
Uraniumb 0.56
Biomassc 7.66

For the conversion of prices to €2010 we use the CPI for energy goods in OECD
regions [55] and USD/Euro exchange rates from [56].
Sources:

a Verdonk and Wetzels [38].
b IEA [32] including cost for uranium mining, milling, conversion, enrichment,

fuel fabrication, and spent fuel transport, storage, processing and disposal.
c We use the price of wood pellets including cost for transport and storage for the

Netherlands as given in Londo et al. [52]. This is similar to the average price for
wood pellets reported in [53]. The weighted average price for 2030 calculated from
Elbersen et al. [54] given the potentials for wood and paper based biomass, amount
to 4.3 €2010/GJ-primary. However, these costs are ‘‘road side” cost and thus are
lower.
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in Input-Output Tables. This allows us to make a fair compar-
ison between the technologies as some have significantly larger
shares of capital cost. Accounting for capital expenditures on
intermediary goods and services allows us to account for
upstream impacts of capital-intensive power production, which
would be cut off on the first production layer otherwise. It is
important to note that the distribution of capital cost over inter-
mediate supplies is only done for the power sector (see Koelbl
et al. [31]). If one or the other scenarios involved higher
upstream investments (e.g. a wind farm Construction Company
buying an extra crane), those effects are ignored. We internalize
capital expenditure in the 2007 table before implementing the
scenario specific changes. We approximated the distribution
of consumed capital over supplying sectors by making use of
capital cost matrix from a European study of 2050 in Koelbl
et al. [31] and subtracted the internalized capital consumption
from the respective capital formation in the final demand vector
of 2007.

We then turn to the new input vectors and proceed in two
steps. First, we calculated the LCOEs of the 11 different power pro-
duction technologies in Table 2 and allocate the costs to five main
categories (see first column of Table 3). Projected technology speci-
fic investment, operation and maintenance (O&M) and perfor-
mance values for power production in the Netherlands in 2030
are mostly based on Brouwer et al. [45,46]. The assumed fuel prices
are given in Table 4 and we took the projected employment coef-
ficients for power production in the Netherlands from Koelbl
et al. [31] (which are provided in the supplementary material of
this article).

Then, we disaggregated these LCOE categories by distributing
them over the 200 products and 3 regions of the IO-table. Table 3
lists the assumptions made in the process of this disaggregation.

The aggregated input vectors are then shown in Fig. 1 below (on
and offshore wind and Combined Cycle coal and Pulverized coal
are not presented separately resulting in 8 technologies). These
show that operating surplus9 is higher for renewable plants because
of higher capital cost and higher capital financing requirements.
Technologies with higher capital cost need to achieve higher operat-
ing surplus to recuperate their higher financing cost. Moreover,
renewable plants have higher inputs from construction services
and advanced manufacturing (e.g. machinery, fabricated metal prod-
ucts)10 compared to other power plant types. Both are a result of the
higher capital cost per kW h and higher input shares of these prod-
ucts per euro of output. Taxes – mostly consisting of the carbon price
– are highest for coal-fired power and very low for carbon capture
and storage plants as most of the CO2 is not emitted. Inputs from
mining are high for coal and natural gas fired power as this sector
provides the fuel inputs. Finally, for biomass power, fuel is supplied
mostly from wood production.

To show how the changes described in this section are imple-
mented in the IO-table context we provide Fig. 2 which illustrates
the EXIOBASE data table before (a) and after (b) the modification of
the power input vectors by means of an example with 4 products
and 3 power technologies. (Fig. 2(c) shows the modifications made
9 Operating surplus is a residual value of the value added account after subtracting
wages and salaries, taxes less subsidies on production and imports [76,77]. In
EXIOBASE it is split into operating surplus from: consumption of fixed capital, rents
on land, royalties and remaining net operating surpluses. We treat financing cost of
capital (see Table 3) as remaining net operating surplus within the framework of the
IO-table.
10 Advanced manufacturing includes machinery and equipment, office machinery,
computers, electrical machinery and apparatus, radio, television and communication
equipment and apparatus, medical, precision and optical instruments, watches and
clocks, motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers, other transport equipment, furniture
and secondary raw materials.
to implement the scenarios, which is described in the next section).
The red11 dashed square contains the intermediate input coefficients
(a) (forming matrix A), the black dashed rectangle illustrates the
value added coefficients (va) (forming row vector va). Final demand
(fd)12 (forming column vector fd) is illustrated in the green rectangle
and output (x) (forming column vector x) in the black rectangle.

The table is disaggregated into different products (in this exam-
ple p1, . . . , p4); while p1 is power production disaggregated into
the different power production technologies (in this example
p1 = e1, e2, . . . , e3) (we depict power as the first product (p1) in
the IO-table for convenience of illustrating).

Grey shaded areas contain intermediate input coefficients to
power production, forming the sub-matrices

Ae;e ¼
ae1;e1 � � � ae1;e3

..

. . .
. ..

.

ae3;e1 � � � ae3;e3

2664
3775 and Ap;e ¼

ap2;e1 � � � ap2;e3

..

. . .
. ..

.

ap4;e1 � � � ap4;e3

2664
3775

the input coefficients of power to production of other products
(non-electricity) forming the sub-matrix

Ae;p ¼
ae1;p2 � � � ae1;p4

..

. . .
. ..

.

ae3;p2 � � � ae3;p4

2664
3775

value added inputs to power production (forming the row sub-
vector vae ¼ ½vae1; . . . ;vae3�), final demand (forming the column

sub-vector fde ¼ ½fde1; . . . ; fde3�T where T denotes transposition),
and output of power production (forming the column sub-vector

xe ¼ ½xe1; . . . ; xe3�T ).
White areas are the input coefficients of non-electricity prod-

ucts to non-electricity products forming the matrix

Ap;p ¼
ap2;p2 � � � ap2;p4

..

. . .
. ..

.

ap4;p2 � � � ap4;p4

2664
3775

and value added inputs to non-electricity products (forming
the row sub-vector vap ¼ ½vap2; . . . ;vap4�), final demand (forming

the column sub-vector fdp ¼ ½fdp2; . . . ; fdp4�T ), and total output of
11 For interpretation of color in Fig. 2, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.
12 All final demand categories were added up to one final demand column.
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Fig. 1. Aggregated input vectors for power production constructed from LCOE for 2030 (for assumptions see also supplementary material).
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non-electricity production (forming the column sub-vector

xp ¼ ½xp2; . . . ; xp4�T ).
Fig. 2(b) shows the changes made to the A-matrix, and value

added coefficients of the EXIOBASE data after implementing the
modifications to the power sector inputs. Here, we replaced the
input coefficients for electricity production Ap;e, Ae;e and vae by
the input coefficients constructed in this Section, A0

p;e, A
0
e;e and,

va0
e (where 0 denotes the modified sub-matrix/sub-vector). A0

p;e,

A0
e;e and va0

e contain modified coefficients according the cost struc-
ture for the different electricity production technologies as shown
in Fig. 1 and described in Table 3. Input coefficients for the different
technologies in A0

p;e;A
0
e;e, and va0

e, are the same in both scenarios as
LCOE are assumed to be the same in both scenarios.

In the following section we describe how we implement the
scenarios in the IO-table framework as illustrated in Fig. 2(c). The
scenario specific changes affect the rows of the A-Matrix depicting
the intermediate power supply coefficients for the Netherlands
(denoted by sub-matrix A0

e;p;s and A0
e;e;s where s = {CCS scenario;

NOCCS scenario}), the output of power production per technology
(denoted by sub-vector x0

e;s) and the derivation of final demand

(denoted by fd0
e;s) per power technology for each scenario. Finally,

we show how the resulting output for all other products (denoted
by x0

p;s) is calculated and in Section 2.5 the calculation of the indi-
cators is described.
2.4. Scenario implementation in the IO-table framework

To implement the different technology shares of the electricity
production in the IO-table framework, we take the following main
steps (which are further elaborated below):

(1) First, we calculate the technology shares (s) in electricity
supply to determine the coefficients for intermediate elec-
tricity supply ðA0

e;p;s;A
0
e;e;sÞ and the division of monetary out-

put of electricity per technology x0e;s in the Netherlands.
(2) Second, keeping total monetary output of electricity in the IO-

table (for the Netherlands) constant (i.e. the sum of all elements
in x0

e;s equals the sum of all elements in xe), we calculate the cor-

responding final demand for electricity for each scenario fd0
e;s.

(3) Third, we use the final demand for electricity calculated in
the previous step fd0

e;s and the final demand for non-
electricity goods of the IO-table from 2007 ðfdpÞ and calcu-
late the output of all other products and services in all
(domestic and foreign) regions x0

p;s (other than the Dutch
electricity production). We can then use the output to calcu-
late the impacts on employment, GVA and imports and com-
pare them between the scenarios.

(1) We calculate the share(s) of each power technology in the
total monetary value of electricity production as:



(a)

A
Product 1 (Electricity) Product 

2 Product 3 Product 
4

Final 
demand OutputTechnology 

e1 Technology e2 Technology e3

Produ
ct 1 
(Elect
ricity)

Technol
ogy e1 ae1,e1 ae1,e2 ae1,e3 ae1,p2 ae1,p3 ae1,p4 fde1 xe1
Technol
ogy e2 ae2,e1 ae2,e2 ae2,e3 ae2,p2 ae2,p3 ae2,p4 fde2 xe2
Technol
ogy e3 ae3,e1 ae3,e2 ae3,e3 ae3,p2 ae3,p3 ae3,p4 fde3 xe3

Product 2 ap2,e1 ap2,e2 ap2,e3 ap2,p2 ap2,p3 ap2,p4 fdp2 xp2
Product 3 ap3,e1 ap3,e2 ap3,e3 ap3,p2 ap3,p3 ap3,p4 fdp3 xp3
Product 4 ap4,e1 ap4,e2 ap4,e3 ap4,p2 ap4,p3 ap4,p4 fdp4 xp4
Value added 
coefficients vae1 vae2 vae3 vap2 vap3 vap4

(b)

A’
Product 1 (Electricity) Product 

2 Product 3 Product 
4

Final 
demand OutputTechnology 

e1 Technology e2 Technology e3

Produ
ct 1 
(Elect
ricity)

Technol
ogy e1 a’e1,e1 a’e1,e2 a’e1,e3 ae1,p2 ae1,p3 ae1,p4 fde1 xe1
Technol
ogy e2 a’e2,e1 a’e2,e2 a’e2,e3 ae2,p2 ae2,p3 ae2,p4 fde2 xe2
Technol
ogy e3 a’e3,e1 a’e3,e2 a’e3,e3 ae3,p2 ae3,p3 ae3,p4 fde3 xe3

Product 2 a’p2,e1 a’p2,e2 a’p2,e3 ap2,p2 ap2,p3 ap2,p4 fdp2 xp2
Product 3 a’p3,e1 a’p3,e2 a’p3,e3 ap3,p2 ap3,p3 ap3,p4 fdp3 xp3
Product 4 a’p4,e1 a’p4,e2 a’p4,e3 ap4,p2 ap4,p3 ap4,p4 fdp4 xp4
Value added 
coefficients va’e1 va’e2 va’e3 vap2 vap3 vap4

(c)

A’s
Product 1 (Electricity) Product 

2 Product 3 Product 
4

Final 
demand OutputTechnology 

e1 Technology e2 Technology e3

Produ
ct 1 
(Elect
ricity)

Technol
ogy e1 a’e1,e1,s a’e1,e2,s a’e1,e3,s a’e1,p2,s a’e1,p3,s a’e1,p4,s fd’e1,s x’e1,s
Technol
ogy e2 a’e2,e1,s a’e2,e2,s a’e2,e3,s a’e2,p2,s a’e2,p3,s a’e2,p4,s fd’e2,s x’e2,s
Technol
ogy e3 a’e3,e1,s a’e3,e2,s a’e3,e3,s a’e3,p2 ,s a’e3,p3,s a’e3,p4,s fd’e3,s x’e3,s

Product 2 a’p2,e1 a’p2,e2 a’p2,e3 ap2,p2 ap2,p3 ap2,p4 fdp2 x’p2,s
Product 3 a’p3,e1 a’p3,e2 a’p3,e3 ap3,p2 ap3,p3 ap3,p4 fdp3 x’p3,s
Product 4 a’p4,e1 a’p4,e2 a’p4,e3 ap4,p2 ap4,p3 ap4,p4 fdp4 x’p4,s
Value added 
coefficients va’e1 va’e2 va’e3 vap2 vap3 vap4

Fig. 2. A-matrix, value added coefficients, final demand and output before (a), and after implementing the modified power input coefficients (b) and the scenarios (c).
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sei;s ¼ LCOEei � physical shareei;sXI

i

ðLCOEei � physical shareei;sÞ
ð1Þ

ei = {e1 . . . e3}; I = 3 no. of power technologies;
PI

ei¼1sei;s ¼ 1;
subscript s = {CCS scenario; NOCCS scenario};

Physical shares of each power option are based on Koopmans
et al. [7] (see Table 1) and the LCOE are shown in Table 2 (see
table notes for sources and assumptions).13 The shares are then
used to (re-)distribute the coefficients depicting the intermediate
electricity supply by Dutch power plants in the model
ðA0

e;p;s;A
0
e;e;sÞ. The modified coefficients are then calculated for each

scenario(s):
13 By using the whole LCOE value to calculate the monetary value of electricity
production per generator, we assume that all costs are regained, including investment
cost and cost to finance the capital.
a0ei;pn;s ¼
 XI

ei¼1

aei;pn

!
� sei;s ð2aÞ

ei = {e1 . . . e3}; I = 3 no. of power technologies; pn = {p2 . . . p4};PI
ei¼1sei;s ¼ 1;

subscript s = {CCS scenario; NOCCS scenario};

and

a0ei;ej;s ¼
XI

ei¼1

a0ei;ej

 !
� sei;s ð2bÞ

14ei = {e1 . . . e3}; I = 3 no. of power technologies; ej = {e1 . . . e3};PI
ei¼1sei;s ¼ 1;
14 Note: the coefficients a’ei,ej of submatrix A’e,e have been altered also when
implementing the new input structure for power production technologies. Here, they
are further altered to distribute the inputs of power to power production per
technology according to the scenario shares of power production. Therefore, a’ei,ej
changes to a’ei,ej,s.



15 Note, as the shares are calculated from monetary values, they differ somewhat
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subscript s = {CCS scenario; NOCCS scenario};

The new A-Matrix, is shown in Fig. 2c). A0
s consists of a modified

electricity sector. The input coefficients for intermediate inputs
from electricity production to electricity production and to all
other products are represented by scenario specific sub-matrices
ðA0

e;e;s and A0
e;p;sÞ, which change with the scenario according to sei,

s. The modified input coefficients to electricity production (A0
p;e)

are the same for the CCS and the NOCCS scenario. The non-
electricity input coefficients (Ap;p) remain the same as in the orig-
inal A-matrix in both scenarios. Together they constitute the mod-
ified A-matrix:

A0
s ¼

A0
e;e;s A0

e;p;s

A0
p;e Ap;p

" #
ð3Þ

Subsequently, total monetary output (x) for electricity production
(e) is re-distributed according to these shares as well. Such that
the total output of electricity production add up to the same
amount before and after introducing the scenarios (i.e. monetary
output of electricity production is kept constant in both scenarios).

Output of each power technology (x0
e;s ¼ ½x0e1;s; . . . ; x0e3;s�T Þ, is thus

determined for each scenario as:

x0ei;s ¼
XI

ei¼1

xei

 !
� sei;s ð4Þ

ei = {e1 . . . e3}; I = 3 no. of power technologies;
PI

ei¼1sei;s ¼ 1;
subscript s = {CCS scenario; NOCCS scenario};

(2) Next, we calculate final demand for electricity for each sce-

nario (s) ðfd0
e;s ¼ ½fd0

e1;s; . . . ; fd
0
e3;s�

TÞ, while we keep total monetary

output of electricity (
PI

ei¼1xei;s) constant. For this we introduce
the following method, using the Leontief model (see Leontief
[57,58]):

x ¼ ðI� AÞ�1fd ð5Þ
Total output for each scenario (xs) is:

x0
e;s

x0
p;s

& ’
¼ I� A0

e;e;s A0
e;p;s

A0
p;e Ap;p

" # !�1

� fd0
e;s

fdp

& ’
ð5aÞ

Defining the Leontief inverse:

I�
A0

e;e;s A0
e;p;s

A0
p;e Ap;p

" # !�1

¼ Le;e;s Le;p;s

Lp;e Lp;p

� �
and inserting in the equation above:

x0
e;s

x0
p;s

& ’
¼ Le;e;s Le;p;s

Lp;e Lp;p

� �
� fd0

e;s

fdp

& ’
ð5bÞ

Then, we assume that final demand from the 2007 IO-table for all
non-electricity products ðfdpÞ remains the same as in 2007 (i.e. pro-
ducing the same quantity of final demand for goods and services
(except for electricity) as in 2007 but use different power technolo-
gies). As we keep the total monetary electricity output constant, we
know all elements of x0

e;s, and thus there are 3 equations with 3
unknowns for final demand of electricity:

x0
e;s ¼ Le;e;s � fd0

e;s þ Le;p;s � fdp ð6Þ
Solving for the electricity demand of final demand per scenario and
technology fd0

e;s

fd0
e;s ¼ ½Le;e;s��1 � ½x0

e;s � Le;p;s � fdp� ð6aÞ
(3) Once we have fd0
e;s we can solve for the remaining new out-

put x0
p;s for the respective scenarios (x0

CCS and x0
NOCCS), by solving the

Leontief equation (5b) for each scenario:

x0
CCS ¼

x0
e;CCS

x0
p;CCS

& ’
¼ Le;e;CCS Le;p;CCS

Lp;e Lp;p

� �
� fd0

e;CCS

fdp

& ’
ð7aÞ

and

x0
NOCCS ¼

x0
e;NOCCS

x0
p;NOCCS

& ’
¼ Le;e;NOCCS Le;p;NOCCS

Lp;e Lp;p

� �
� fd0

e;NOCCS

fdp

& ’
ð7aÞ

From this we can calculate the balanced IO-table for each scenario
containing the new supply structures between sectors and regions
(see Malik et al. [59]) where ‘‘^” means diagonalization:

Z0
CCS ¼ A0

CCS � dx0
CCS ð8aÞ

and

Z0
NOCCS ¼ A0

NOCCS � dx0
NOCCS ð8bÞ

where Z is the matrix of intermediate products, A is the matrix of
intermediate input coefficients and x is the vector of outputs.

2.5. Calculation of economic indicators

Intermediate imports are obtained from the off-diagonals of Z0
CCS

and Z0
NOCCS, while we obtain GVA and employment by the Gross Value

Added (gva) and employment (empl) intensity per unit of output (x),
where gva and empl are row vectors and x is a column vector:

GVACCS ¼ gva � x0
CCS ð10aÞ

GVANOCCS ¼ gva � x0
NOCCS ð10bÞ

and

EMPLCCS ¼ empl � x0
CCS ð11aÞ

EMPLNOCCS ¼ empl � x0
NOCCS ð11bÞ

The results are then evaluated by taking the difference between the
CCS and the NOCCS scenario results GVACCS � GVANOCCS,
EMPLCCS � EMPLNOCCS and similarly for total imports. To assess the
economic significance of the differences and to review the differ-
ences in context, we express the total differences and the sector dif-
ferences as a percentage of the respective GVA, employment and
import levels from the original 2007 IO-table.

3. Results

In this section we first present the differences we have assumed
between the two scenarios. Then, the domestic impacts on
employment and GVA are described for the macro- and sector
level. Finally, we discuss how the impacts on trade differ between
the two scenarios and conclude this section.

3.1. Technology mix in the two scenarios

Fig. 3 shows the technology shares (sei,CCS and sei,NOCCS) in total
monetary power output of the two scenarios as implemented into
the EXIOBASE IO-tables calculated by Eq. (4) in Section 2.4.15 As
can be seen, renewable technologies have higher shares in total
monetary power output in the NOCCS scenario while the fossil
fueled thermal power plants and nuclear power make up for more
from the shares in Table 1.
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of the output in the CCS scenario. The major differences are in wind
power and fossil fueled thermal power. Wind makes 20% of the output
in the NOCCS scenario but 5% in the CCS-inclusive portfolio. Instead,
this scenario generates over 80% of the output with thermal fossil fuel
plants, where in the NOCCS these account for a little over 65% of output
in 2030. Notable, nuclear power takes 5% in the CCS scenario, but is
only producing 2% of the output in the NOCCS scenario. Biomass, in
contrast, accounts for 9% of the monetary value of power output in
the NOCCS scenario but only 7% in the CCS scenario.

The scenarios imply that emissions from power production in
2030 differ between the scenarios.16 Emissions are higher in 2030 in
the NOCCS scenario. Direct gross value added from power production
is also higher in 2030 in this scenario. The imposed distribution over
the technologies making up the total power production portfolio drives
our results on differential impacts upstream. We discuss these below.
3.2. GVA in the Netherlands

Although the total gross output in the Netherlands is similar in
both scenarios, the differences in GVA between the two scenarios
are still noteworthy. There is around EUR17 800,000,000 less GVA in
the CCS scenario. Compared to total GVA in the Netherlands in 2007
this is small (0.15%), but the difference equals 20% of the total GVA
from power production in 2007. The main cause of the lower GVA in
the CCS scenario is the lower direct GVA from power production of
about EUR 1,200,000,000 (Table 5), which is 28% of the GVA from
power production in 2007. Power production in the NOCCS scenario
is more GVA intensive as a result of the higher CO2 emissions from coal
power without capture in the NOCCS power mix. The reason for this is
that CO2 emissions are valued by the carbon price and treated as a tax
in the IO-table. Taxes are part of GVA. As a consequence higher emis-
sions lead to higher expenses on CO2 emissions increasing GVA and
making the NOCCS scenario more GVA intensive. If the expenditure
on CO2 emissions was not treated as a tax in the accounting framework
of the IO-table, GVA in the NOCCS scenario was still higher than in the
CCS scenario by about EUR 586,000,000.18
16 Note that scenarios were calibrated to yield the same emission levels only by
2050. Assuming power production to be around 140 TW h in 2030 [78] in both
scenarios and using the carbon contents and efficiencies given in Table 2, emissions
are around 11 MtCO2 higher for the NOCCS scenario.
17 All results have been converted from EUR2007 to EUR2010 using the CPI for OECD-
Europe of 0.93 (2010 = 1) from [79].
18 Note: this does not imply that the difference in carbon emission expenses is EUR
200,000,000. The difference in taxes is around EUR 1,000,000,000. The reason why
excluding the tax share from the LCOE and the IO-table, still results in higher GVA for
the NOCCS scenario, is that we keep output constant and therefore other differences
intensify.
GVA in upstream sectors is somewhat higher in the CCS sce-
nario. In total the difference adds up to about EUR 335,000,000
but GVA of some sectors is affected disproportionally. Fig. 4 shows
the aggregated product results, while in Table 5 results of the few
most affected products or services are listed together with the dif-
ferential between the two scenarios and the difference in percent
of GVA from producing this product in 2007.

From the table it is clear that the most important reason for
higher upstream GVA in the CCS scenario comes from more GVA
in natural gas extraction and distribution services. This is directly
linked to the higher share of natural gas power in this scenario.
Together these sectors have higher GVA by more than EUR
700,000,000 (Table 5). This is 5% more GVA in the CCS scenario
for natural gas extraction and distribution services compared to
the NOCCS scenario. There is also considerably less demand for
construction in the CCS scenario because of the lower share of con-
struction intensive renewables. The latter have higher capital cost
than thermal power plants and by our inclusion of capital expendi-
tures they thus imply more expenditure on construction.

The last column of Table 5 shows that lower GVA from produc-
tion of wood products results mainly from the lower use of bio-
mass power in the 2030 scenario including CCS. A considerable
share of the lower GVA from wood products, however, is also an
indirect result of the lower construction activity in the CCS sce-
nario. This might seem surprising but by the nature of IO-Models
the input vectors contain information for average input require-
ments. The average input of wood products to construction ser-
vices might be higher than the amount of wood products used
for the construction of renewable power technologies.
3.3. Gross employment in the Netherlands

As might be expected, the gross employment differences
between the two scenarios on the macro-level of the Netherlands
are even more moderate compared to the total 2007 workforce
than the GVA results. The difference amounts to about 6,000 jobs
(in FTE) less in the CCS scenario, which is a negligible 0.07% of
the 2007 workforce in the Netherlands. However, compared to
direct employment in power production alone (excluding trans-
mission and distribution) this is still considerable. Direct employ-
ment in power production roughly amounts to 13,300 jobs in the
IO-table of 2007, which makes for only 0.2% of the total employ-
ment in the Netherlands in 2007. The difference in total employ-
ment between the scenarios is therefore 45% of this number. As
many of these jobs are, however, lost and gained in upstream sec-
tors, it is not appropriate to scale this impact by power production
labor only.

Unlike upstream GVA, upstream employment is in total still
lower in the CCS scenario (around 5700 FTE). One major reason
is the lower demand for construction services. As mentioned above
construction services are demanded more in the NOCCS scenario
because the larger share of non-biomass renewables (in particular
wind power). These have a higher share of capital cost and the
share of construction services in capital cost of these technologies
is higher as well. Construction services are employment intensive
and therefore the differential in employment between the scenar-
ios is about 3,400 jobs (Fig. 5). As employment intensity in natural
gas extraction is much lower than in construction the extra natural
gas demand in the CCS scenario does not result in nearly enough
extra employment to outweigh the higher employment from con-
struction in the NOCCS scenario. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the extra
employment from mining (which includes natural gas extraction)
in the CCS scenario is small compared to the extra employment
from construction in the NOCCS scenario. The opposite is true for
gross value added. Here, the differential in GVA from mining is
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Fig. 4. Difference of GVA per aggregated product group between the CCS and the NOCCS scenario in million EUR and in % of 2007 GVA. Negative numbers indicate that GVA is
higher in the NOCCS scenario, while positive numbers indicate more GVA in the CCS scenario.19

Table 5
Products/services in NL with significantly lower or higher GVA or employment in the CCS scenario.

GVA CCS-NOCCS
(million EUR)

CCS-NOCCS as % of
2007 GVA in this sector

FTE
CCS-
NOCCS

FTE CCS-NOCCS as % of
employment in this sector in
2007

Most important demanding
sector

Electricity production �1,153 �28.4% �291 �2.2% Direct impact of power
production

Wood and products of wood and cork �17 �1.3% �259 �1.3% Biomass power, construction
Construction �237 �0.7% �3,432 �0.7% All power options, main

difference is made by
renewables

Natural gas and services related to natural
gas extraction, excluding surveying

647 4.3% 210 4.3% Natural gas power

Distribution services of gaseous fuels
through mains

74 3.4% 291 3.4% Natural gas power

Total difference CCS-NOCCS �818 �0.15% �6,024 �0.07%

Note: we identify a difference to be significant if the difference between the CCS and the NOCCS scenario GVA is at least EUR 5,000,000 and makes at least 0.5% of the GVA per
product in the 2007 table. For employment the threshold is 100 FTE and 0.5%.
Positive numbers mean GVA or employment is larger if the CCS scenario.
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about three times the amount of extra GVA from construction in
the NOCCS scenario.

Also, there are about 290 full-time equivalent (FTE) less jobs
from power production in the CCS scenario. This makes only
around 2% of the employment in power production 2007. This is
low compared to the GVA difference in the power sector. The rea-
son is that employment intensity of power production does not dif-
fer as much between the scenarios as GVA intensity. Power
production from coal and natural gas is more employment inten-
19 Note, the product groups in this graph are aggregated. Therefore, the numbers
differ from the numbers of individual products in Table 5. For details about product
aggregation see supplementary material.
sive in the CCS scenario because CCS options need more labor than
the non-capture thermal plants. In the NOCCS scenario this is com-
pensated because renewable power, in particular wind power, is
more employment intensive than fossil fuel based power
production.

3.4. Trade impacts

Overall the CCS-inclusive strategy is more import dependent. In
total, imports to the Netherlands are higher by about EUR
780,000,000 in the CCS-inclusive scenario. To put that difference
into context, this is about 0.4% of the total intermediate imports
in the 2007 IO-table database. The extra imports in the CCS



Fig. 5. Difference of Employment per aggregated product group between the CCS and the NOCCS scenario in FTE and in % of 2007 Employment. Negative numbers indicate
that Employment is higher in the NOCCS scenario, while positive numbers indicate more Employment in the CCS scenario.20
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scenario mostly come from outside the European Union and are
largely due to higher imports of coal, natural gas, and nuclear fuels
(Table 6). Only wood imports are notably lower in the CCS scenario
as less biomass electricity is foreseen in it in 2030.

Overall this makes the CCS scenario more import dependent
and decreases energy security. However, coal imports are typically
not associated with concerns of energy security. Coal can be
imported from a variety of countries, many much more stable
and reliable than the sources of natural gas and oil.

The higher import dependency in the CCS scenario is slightly
moderated by the lower imports from EU regions. Although this
alleviates the difference in imports by 10% of its value from the rest
of the world, this is less important with respect to energy security
as intra EU trade can be considered less risky than from regions
outside the trade union. Intra-EU imports are lower in the CCS sce-
nario mainly due to the lower imports of bio-energy wood
(Table 7), most of which comes from Germany, Belgium, Sweden
and Finland as suggested by the trade links of the 2007 IO-table
database. This lower biomass intensity is somewhat offset by
higher nuclear fuel imports from the European Union (mostly from
France). It should be noted, however, that the raw uranium used in
France is sourced outside of the European Union [60,61].
3.5. Overall observations

From our counterfactual implementation of the CCS and NOCCS
scenarios in an IO-Model for the Netherlands we learn that
upstream impacts differ significantly between mitigation
20 Note, the product groups in this graph are aggregated. Therefore, the numbers
differ from the numbers of individual products in Table 5. For details about product
aggregation see supplementary material.
strategies that in- and exclude CCS. Including CCS benefits
upstream sectors of in particular the fossil fuel based power pro-
duction like gas and coal mining. As CO2 emissions are higher in
total in the NOCCS scenario in 2030, this scenario imposes more
taxes on the remaining carbon emitting power sector that retains
a share of 65% in total production in 2030. Consequently power
sector GVA will be higher, although this can of course not be inter-
preted as a positive outcome. Of the higher levels of activity in the
renewable sector the upstream effects benefit in particular con-
struction and wood products, given that more co-firing of biomass
is required in the NOCCS scenario to achieve the emission reduc-
tions. Through these main channels the impacts on employment
and trade also follow. Our simulations have not only uncovered
the signs but also give an order of magnitude for the effects. In
comparison with the total economy, impacts are shown to be very
small, but for individual sectors the impacts can be substantial. We
discuss the implications and limitations of our results below. First
the next section will present our sensitivity analysis.21
4. Sensitivity analysis

In this section we test a number of key uncertainties. In partic-
ular we will investigate the impact of (1) changing bio-energy
import shares, (2) changing natural gas import shares and (3) con-
sidering alternative portfolio mixes for the two scenarios. Table 8
gives an overview of all macro-level results.

From the table we see that our results are not very sensitive to
the different assumptions made and changes are all in the expected
21 Note, that while the emission reduction is not exactly the same in these scenarios
in 2030, the NOCCS case does use more renewables to compensate for the foregone
contribution of CCS.



Table 6
Significant import differences between the CCS and NOCCS scenario for imports from RoW.

Imported product Intermediate imports
in CCS scenario
(million EUR)

Intermediate imports in
NOCCS scenario (million
EUR)

Difference between CCS
NOCCS scenario (million
EUR)

Difference relative to
intermediate imports
in 2007

Import difference appears
mainly due to imports for the
production of:

Bituminous coal 1,929 1,208 720 211% Coal power production
Natural gas and services

related to natural gas
extraction

1,034 915 118 10% Natural gas power production

Wood products 468 496 �29 �7% Biomass power production
Nuclear fuel 58 36 22 132% Nuclear power production
Transportation services

via pipelines
297 287 10 3% Natural gas extraction & related

services
Total imports from RoW 97,047 96,185 861 0.9% –

Note: we define a difference to be significant if the difference between the CCS and the NOCCS scenario is at least EUR 5,000,000 and makes at least 1% of the imported values
per product in the 2007 table.
Positive numbers mean that more is imported of this product if the CCS scenario is in place and vice versa for negative values.

Table 7
Significant import differences between the CCS and NOCCS scenario for imports from remaining Europe.

Product Intermediate imports in
CCS scenario (million
EUR)

Intermediate imports in
NOCCS scenario (million
EUR)

Difference between CCS
NOCCS scenario (million
EUR)

Difference relative to
intermediate imports in
2007

Import difference appears mainly
due to imports for the production
of:

Wood and
products of
wood and cork

1,776 1,884 �108 �7% Biomass power, construction

Nuclear fuel 70 43 27 132% Nuclear power
Total intermediate

imports from
Europe

82,541 82,627 �86 �0.1% –

Note:we identify a difference to be significant if the difference between the CCS and the NOCCS scenario is at least EUR 1,000,000 and makes at least 1% of the imported values
per product in the 2007 table.
Positive numbers mean that more is imported of this product if the CCS scenario is in place and vice versa for negative values.
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direction. None of the impacts change the sign of the difference
between the CCS and the NOCCS scenario in total imports, GVA
or employment compared to the reference scenario and despite
strong changes to the import intensities and elimination of nuclear
from both portfolios we find the total effects rather stable and
robust. Below we justify our assumptions in the sensitivity analysis
and present the outcomes in more detail.

4.1. Biomass imports

In our baseline simulation the import shares for wood products
in the IO-table are 80% of which 63% is imported from EU regions
and 17% are from outside the EU. Goh & Junginger [53] present data
on the imports of biomass co-fired in power plants in the Nether-
lands between 2010 and 2013. Between approximately 17–27%
(roughly 2.5–9 PJ) is from domestic sources. EU imports vary
between 12% and 18% (roughly 2.4–4.8 PJ) and non-EU imports
vary between 61% and 66%. At the same time, it can be observed
that only wood pellets are imported for co-firing, while in 2013
domestic supply of bio-energy feedstocks for co-firing is also lim-
ited to wood pellets [53]. Therefore, we limit the analysis to woody
biomass. In Elbersen et al. [54], the total potential for woody bio-
mass domestically produced in 2030 adds up to around 50 PJ. How-
ever, it is unlikely that the full potential is available for co-firing as
there are competing uses and some sources could be unsuitable for
co-firing. Therefore, we assume a limit on domestic potential of 20
PJ. The feedstock demand for co-firing in the two scenarios in 2030
would be around 67–87 PJ. Thus, a maximum of 20–30% of the bio-
energy used can come from domestic sources in these scenarios.
We therefore, test in a sensitivity analysis how results change if

� we decrease domestic supply of biomass for power to 10% (case
(b)),
� we restrict EU imports of biomass to 10% (case (c)),
� we decrease domestic supply of biomass for power to 10% and
restrict EU imports of biomass to 10% (case (d)).

Predictably, under all three alternatives (cases (b)–(d)) the GVA
remains noticeably lower in the Netherlands under the CCS sce-
nario (Table 8). Similarly, the gap in employment between the
CCS and the NOCCS scenario hardly changes if the production of
bio-energy fuel for power in the Netherlands and/or imports from
remaining Europe decreases.

The difference in import dependency between the two scenario
decreases for imports from outside of the European Union (see
Table 8). The reason is the larger use of biomass in the NOCCS port-
folio. Therefore, increasing imports for bio-energy enlarges the
import dependency for the NOCCS power production portfolio
somewhat more than the CCS scenario. Departing from a situation
where import dependency is stronger in the CCS scenario, the lat-
ter can be somewhat off-set. However, the overall result of higher
import dependency in the CCS scenario proves not to be too sensi-
tive to the exact level of the import intensity for biomass. The
effect is not strong enough to reverse our conclusion and the CCS
scenario remains the more import intensive.

4.2. Natural gas imports

The ministry of economic affairs of the Netherlands published a
2030 forecast of natural gas production of 16.2 bcm while they
forecast consumption to be about 31.1 bcm [62]. Thus, they expect
about 48% of natural gas to be imported. Another forecast suggests
consumption of natural gas in the Netherlands in 2030 to be
around 43 bcm [63]. Assuming the same level of production,
imports would then be around 63%. In the sensitivity analysis we
therefore changed import shares for natural gas used in power



Table 8
Overview of macro-level results for base case and sensitivity analysis.

Intermediate imports (million EUR) GVA
(million EUR)

Employment
(1000 FTE jobs)

Intermediate imports (million EUR) GVA
(million EUR)

Employment
(1000 FTE jobs)

EU RoW Total intermediate
imports

NL NL EU RoW Total intermediate
imports

NL NL

(a) Base case (e) Natural gas imports
40%

CCS 82,541 97,047 179,588 545,948 8,576 CCS 82,459 98,781 181,240 544,405 8,573
NOCCS 82,627 96,185 178,812 546,766 8,582 NOCCS 82,558 97,627 180,185 545,483 8,579
CCS-NOCCS �86 861 776 �818 �6 CCS-NOCCS �100 1,154 1,055 �1,078 �7
% of ref �0.10% 0.89% 0.43% �0.15% �0.07% % of ref �0.12% 1.20% 0.6% �0.20% �0.08%

(b) Biomass (f) Natural gas imports
NL 10%/EU 65%/RoW 25% 60%
CCS 82,540 97,086 179,626 545,913 8,575 CCS 82,404 99,952 182,355 543,362 8,570
NOCCS 82,625 96,236 178,861 546,720 8,581 NOCCS 82,513 98,599 181,112 544,617 8,577
CCS-NOCCS �85 850 765 �807 �6 CCS-NOCCS �109 1,352 1,243 �1,255 �7
% of ref �0.1% 0.9% 0.425% �0.15% �0.07% % of ref �0.13% 1.40% 0.7% �0.23% �0.08%

(c) Biomass (g) No-nuclear/more renewable
NL 20%/EU 10%/RoW 70%
CCS 82,243 97,343 179,586 545,948 8,576 CCS 82,523 96,979 179,502 546,020 8,579
NOCCS 82,243 96,567 178,810 546,765 8,582 NOCCS 82,617 96,162 178,780 546,792 8,583
CCS-NOCCS 0 776 776 �817 �6 CCS-NOCCS �94 817 722 �771 �4
% of ref 0% 0.81% 0.43% �0.15% �0.07% % of ref �0.11% 0.85% 0.40% �0.14% �0.05%

(d) Biomass (h) Shares of 2050
NL 10%/EU10%/RoW 80%
CCS 82,233 97,392 179,625 545,911 8,575 CCS 82,262 98,299 180,561 545,013 8,578
NOCCS 82,230 96,630 178,860 546,719 8,581 NOCCS 82,660 95,226 177,886 547,629 8,608
CCS-NOCCS 2 762 765 �807 �6 CCS-NOCCS �398 3,073 2,675 �2,616 �30
% of ref 0% 0.79% 0.43% �0.15% �0.07% % of ref �0.48% 3.19% 1.49% �0.48% �0.35%
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22 Note, that we only adjust the portfolio shares to 2050, but not carbon, or fuel.
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production to 40% (case (e)) and 60% (case (f)), respectively. Since
Europe will be net importer of natural gas as a whole, we assume in
the scenarios that all natural gas imports come from outside EU
regions.

Increasing natural gas import shares (for power production)
decreases GVA in the Netherlands in both scenarios, but more so
in the CCS scenario because natural gas is used more in this sce-
nario (see Table 8). This results in a larger gap in GVA between
the scenarios. It roughly amounts to between EUR 1,000,000,000
(case (e)) and EUR 1,300,000,000 (case (f)) more GVA in the NOCCS
scenario for natural gas import shares of 40% (case (e)) and 60%
(case (f)), respectively. The main reason is the lower domestic nat-
ural gas production, which decreases more in the CCS scenario,
such that the additional GVA (in natrual gas production) in the
CCS scenario over the NOCCS scenario decreases by one third in
case (e) and by one half in case (f).

As shown in Table 8, the decrease of employment in both sce-
narios is less pronounced than GVA because natural gas production
has low employment intensity. The difference in total employment
between the scenarios increases to 6,600 (in case (e)) and 7,000 (in
case (f)) more jobs in the NOCCS scenario for 40% and 60% import
shares of natural gas, respectively.

Obviously, import dependency increases more strongly in the
more natural gas intensive CCS scenario. With an import share
for natural gas of 60% in case (f), total imports are more than
EUR 1,000,000,000 higher compared to the NOCCS strategy. This
amounts to about 0.7% of the total intermediate imports to the
Netherlands in 2007. Overall, higher import shares of natural gas
for power production make the disadvantage of the CCS scenario
compared to the NOCCS scenario larger with respect to all three
indicators. The effects are small on employment but somewhat
stronger on GVA and import dependency.

4.3. Alternative assumptions about portfolio shares

We also explored different assumptions on the portfolio shares.
First, given the controversy on the role of nuclear power, we look at
the exclusion of nuclear power from both scenarios (case (g)). Sec-
ond, we look at the portfolios as proposed by Koopmans et al. [7]
for 2050 (case (h)).

4.3.1. More renewable - No nuclear power
In this analysis we change the physical power shares of the

base scenario shown in Table 1. The aim of this sensitivity test
is twofold. First, because renewable share of 13% in the CCS sce-
nario in 2030 is low compared to the official targets of 16%
renewable energy in 2023 [64], we should consider the possibil-
ity that politically the CCS scenario is not ambitious enough.
Therefore, higher renewable shares in both scenarios in 2030
may well become a reality. Second, we want to investigate the
scenarios when nuclear power is not an option, as many do not
consider nuclear power to be renewable or sustainable, even if
it is a low-carbon technology. Thus, we allocated the nuclear
power shares in both scenarios to the renewable options. The
allocation is done proportional to the share in power production
of each renewable option (onshore and offshore wind, solar PV).
As a result total renewable power production in the CCS scenario
increases to 21% in the CCS scenario and 37% in the NOCCS sce-
nario (including bio-energy).

The result of the changes of case (g) in both – the CCS-inclusive
and the CCS-exclusive scenario - is that the differentials between
the indicators decrease for total imports, employment and GVA
(see Table 8). Employment increases in both scenarios but more
in the CCS-inclusive scenario largely because the increase in
employment intensive offshore wind is stronger than in the CCS-
exclusive scenario and since import dependency decreases more
in the CCS scenario leading to a larger increase in domestic produc-
tion positively affecting employment and GVA. Similarly, GVA
increases more in the CCS-inclusive scenario than in the CCS-
exclusive scenario, which reduces the differential somewhat (see
Table 8). These effects are the result of nuclear taking a larger share
in the original CCS portfolio (the relative increase in renewable
power production is then higher in the CCS-inclusive scenario),
employment intensity being higher for wind power technologies
and a stronger decrease in imports in the CCS scenario. Quantita-
tively, however, the impact is still mild.
4.3.2. Implementing the portfolio shares for 2050
Case (h) looks at the results when using scenarios for the year

2050. Koopmans et al. [7] developed their scenarios for power pro-
duction shares until 2050. The shares they propose for 2050 were
already shown in Table 1 in Section 2.2. As a robustness test we
also implemented that portfolio to see if the comparison of the
CCS and the NOCCS scenario would change.22

Using the 2050 shares makes the differences in GVA, employ-
ment and import dependency between the two scenarios signifi-
cantly more pronounced (see Table 8). The difference in GVA
between the scenarios of case (h) becomes about three times as
large as the difference between the scenarios of the base case.
GVA decreases in the CCS scenario going from the base case
(2030) portfolio to the portfolio in case (h) (2050), to a large extent
due to large shares of natural gas power being replaced by coal
power with CCS. The decline must mainly result from the fact that
natural gas is to a larger share produced domestically while coal is
imported. In contrast, GVA in the NOCCS scenario increases,
because of the higher renewable share. Two reasons are: First,
direct GVA is higher than in the base case, because offshore wind
and solar PV are more GVA intensive than natural gas fired power
production. Second, much of the coal power used in 2030 is
replaced by renewable technologies, which have higher domestic
upstream demands (in fact, over 80% of intermediate inputs to
renewable power is domestically produced compared to 20% for
coal fired power). This mostly can be observed in the higher GVA
from construction and business services in the NOCCS scenario in
2050. Moreover, the difference in natural gas use for power
between the two scenarios decreases from the base case (2030)
to case (h) (2050). Thus the large difference in upstream impacts
that was largely driven by the natural gas production in the 2030
comparison diminishes in the 2050 comparison (case (h)). Overall
this also results in lower upstream GVA in the CCS scenario com-
pared to the NOCCS scenario, which was the opposite in the base
case comparison for 2030.

Consistently, while employment was higher by about 6,000 jobs
in the NOCCS scenario in 2030 (base case), this differential now
increases to about 30,000 more jobs for NOCCS in 2050 (case
(h)). The largest differential can be observed in the construction
sector. Inputs of this service to renewable power production are
much higher than for fossil fuel based power production. More-
over, most of this production takes place domestically, unlike the
case for imported coal. Additionally, the labor intensity of con-
struction is above average. Therefore, the sharp increase in renew-
able power from 2030 to 2050 (base case to case (h)) in the NOCCS
scenario strongly widens the gap in employment between the two
power production strategies. It should be noted here, however, that
this is a result of our distribution of investment expenditures to
intermediary deliveries. In part this is a fair comparison, because
a lot of the investment is replacement of depreciated production
assets, but part is also the creation of the production facilities. It
is not exactly clear when the related construction activities will
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be demanded. We implicitly assumed they are spread in time
equally.

Finally, import dependency significantly increases in the CCS
scenario and decreases in the NOCCS scenario (see Table 8). Overall
the additional imports in the CCS scenario under the 2050 power
production mix of case (h) are as large as 1.5% of all intermediate
imports to the Netherlands in 2007. This is mostly because more
coal (than under the 2030 base case portfolio) is imported in the
CCS scenario, whereas much less coal is imported in the NOCCS
scenario. As a consequence, the differential in imports from outside
the EU between the CCS and the NOCCS scenario increases to about
EUR 3,000,000,000. Thus, with a more extreme difference between
the portfolios, predictably the differences in results also become
more pronounced. The 2050 portfolio (case (h)) makes the compar-
ative attractiveness of the NOCCS scenario over the CCS power mix
stronger. However, as mentioned above imports of coal are less of a
concern for import dependency than other fossil fuels.
5. Discussion

The main result of our analysis is that the CCS-inclusive strategy
is less favorable for the power sector in the Netherlands in terms of
GVA, employment and energy security when we compare it to a
portfolio that is dominated by renewables.23 This result is qualita-
tively robust on the macro-level with respect to changes in bio-
energy and natural gas import shares, as well as for portfolios where
nuclear power is excluded and strengthened when we consider port-
folios that would be realistic in 2050. We made this comparison for
the Netherlands by implementing two alternative power production
portfolios in a static Input-Output framework and results should be
interpreted with caution. Our results are not to be interpreted as
predictions. Instead we present the counterfactual where we imple-
ment the two scenarios of interest in the Dutch 2007 economy. Still
there are several implications for policy we will discuss first. Then,
we discuss a number of important issues that are relevant to inter-
pret and qualify our results. These are limitations in the study scope,
the scenario availability, the data availability and the method.
5.1. Policy implications and relevance

Groenenberg and de Conink [65] in a multicriteria analysis of
CCS policy instruments already concluded that different European
member states might have different views on energy transition
strategies and more specifically on CCS promotion policies depend-
ing on the structure of their energy system and economy. Their
solution, however, instead of trying to identify and accommodate
such fundamental differences, was to lift CCS policy to the EU level
to ensure stable support for CCS. In 2008 their analysis was that
carbon pricing in the ETS could serve as a strong incentive for
CCS but additional policy interventions by the EU would be
required in a weak ETS scenario. In De Conink et al. [66] a large
group of researchers concluded from interviews and stakeholder
consultations that there were no scientific, technical or economic
barriers to deployment of CCS in Europe. The main policy chal-
lenges were perceived in creating social acceptance (e.g. Shackley
et al. [67], Johnsson et al. [68], Terwel et al. [69])

With the global financial crisis and collapse of the European car-
bon prices, however, the weak ETS scenario has now materialized.
In policy circles the debate on the economics of CCS has now
gained new momentum. The technology is ready for large-scale
demonstration and there is an urgent need to cut GHG emissions.
But CCS suffers from high up front capital costs and the business
23 Note, the CCS-inclusive strategy has also somewhat more nuclear power than the
CCS-exclusive strategy.
case still relies strongly on (financial) government support. And
as governments struggle to deal with the economic recession, the
private sector seems to lose interest. Commercial parties all over
Europe abandon or mothball their projects. Consequently, progress
in the diffusion of CCS has all but grinded to a halt. The European
Commission’s ambition to have 12 commercial scale CCS demon-
stration projects up and running by 2015 has stalled because of
lacking private funding and last June the Guardian reported the
UK mothballed its 1 billion GBP research program on CCS reevalu-
ating its priorities after the Brexit vote. All this shows that the
deployment of CCS is vulnerable and highly dependent on policy.
Its future success will thus depend on whether a stable coalition
can be built to support CCS in the long run.

In 2012 the International Energy Agency (IEA) [70], stressed the
importance of explicitly investigating ‘‘political acceptability”. The
IEA [70] states: ‘‘Policies may be more or less politically acceptable
depending on familiarity and confidence in the outcome, trust in
institutions, impact on special interest groups or the distribution of
costs between firms, consumers and tax payers.” [70 p. 20, emphasis
added]. In their analysis of policy options and instruments they
then focus on overcoming the resistance to Carbon Capture and
Storage under the assumption that such a policy is both desirable
and decided upon and treats the business sector and consumers
as homogeneous groups.

We feel, however, that for a proper mapping of all relevant
interests one should also consider the winners of a strategy exclud-
ing CCS (i.e. producers of solar and wind power and sectors supply-
ing them). They could prove a much stronger lobby against CCS
than the sectors a CCS policy needs to compensate for higher costs
(i.e. gas and coal fired power producers). Our results show that
macroeconomic impacts of in- or excluding CCS from the mitiga-
tion strategy differ substantially between firms and workers across
sectors. Some sectors gain, some sectors lose. The identification of
potential losers and an assessment of the order of magnitude of
such losses is evidently important for developing an effective
GHG-abatement policy with or without CCS. In our analyses we
show that excluding CCS would benefit the upstream sectors of
renewable energy production, notably construction and biomass
production (given that more biomass is used in the CCS-exclusive
scenario).24 As such sectors are relatively labor intensive, in terms
of jobs and employment, the gains could outweigh the costs and
excluding CCS could thus gain the support of labor unions and the
broader population, especially when government budgets are tight.
The losses when CCS is excluded are concentrated in the relatively
low labor but high value added sectors in natural gas mining. As
for the Netherlands natural gas production is significant domesti-
cally, the biggest resistance to excluding CCS and biggest support
for promoting it could be found in this sector. However, in the
Netherlands there are other (political) reasons to expect domestic
natural gas production will shrink in the future. The largest fields
have peaked in production and further extraction in these fields
causes damages through earthquakes. Drilling for new fields in more
ecologically vulnerable regions faces strong opposition from envi-
ronmental groups. If the Dutch gas sector is projected to shrink over
the coming decades, the losses of excluding CCS from the mitigation
portfolio are probably limited. The benefits of developing a strong
global CCS technology cluster in the CCS scenario have not been
modeled in this study. It is uncertain whether such benefits could
compensate for the lost employment and GVA the Netherlands. A
much more certain advantage of including CCS in the portfolio is
the lower CO2 emissions on the medium term. These are important
in view of the limited cumulative global CO2 emission budget and
the fact that we need to avoid reaching certain triggers in the global
24 Note, the scenarios analysed here do not consider BECCS.



25 Emissions reductions before 2050 are not the same in both scenarios in
Koopmans et al. [7].
26 We use the efficiencies and carbon contents given in Table 2 to calculate
emissions from power production.
27 Assuming power production to be around 140 TW h in 2030 [78] in both
scenarios and using the carbon contents and efficiencies given in Table 2, emissions
are around 11 MtCO2 higher assuming 3% less power production in the NOCCS
scenario increases the difference to 12 MtCO2.
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climate system. On the other hand it should also be noted that the
politically hard won targets for the penetration of renewables in
the Netherlands (e.g. [3]) would not be met in the CCS scenario. A
final and robust advantage of including CCS is the lower LCOE it
would entail. In Koelbl et al. [17] it was shown that the LCOE can
be some 12% lower (causing relatively inelastic energy demand to
rise by some 3%). The upstream, downstream and indirect effects
of such lower energy costs and prices, however, cannot be analyzed
in an IO-model. Which brings us to the limitations we face with our
method of choice.

5.2. Limitations of the method

IO-tables cannot account for macro-economic feedback effects
and technical change. First, they assume zero elasticity of substitu-
tion between goods and production factors. Therefore, the effect of
lower electricity cost in the CCS scenario is not accounted for. Sec-
ond, it is not possible to endogenously model the impacts of policy
measures like subsidies, taxes or carbon prices. The electricity
prices (and therewith a carbon price) do not have an impact on
the production volume or use of energy goods. Similarly, increases
in labor demand or imports do not have any impact on wages,
exchange rates and other prices. All these second order behavioral
responses are excluded from our analysis and may prove quite sub-
stantial when price and substitution elasticities are high.

It was possible (as we showed) to treat carbon prices as a tax in
the IO-framework. However, this only changes the total direct
value added of the power sector (and vice versa for subsidies).
The spending of revenues gained by taxes can lead to additional
demand and since total emissions in 2030 are higher in the NOCCS
scenario this would increase the benefits of this portfolio. Koop-
mans et al. [7] do state that they assumed subsidies are used to
support the deployment of renewable technologies. Due to missing
data about technology specific subsidies in their scenarios, how-
ever, we were not able to account for that in the value added
account of our IO-table calculations. Furthermore, as with taxes,
any macroeconomic impacts of financing the subsidies with addi-
tional taxation, or by reducing other forms of government con-
sumption, are simply not accounted for in the IO-table. Thus, we
recommend repeating this research with a model that can account
for macro-economic feedback effects like Computable General
Equilibrium (CGE) Models. Such models usually come at the cost
of lower sectoral detail and are very sensitive to assumptions, par-
ticularly on demand and substitution elasticities that are hard to
establish empirically. Moreover, such a fundamentally different
approach clearly falls outside the scope of this paper and is left
for future research.

In our analysis we make no changes to the total monetary out-
put of electricity as recorded in the IO-table. Thereby we simplify
the comparison between the two scenarios. However, this implies
that the total (implied) amount of electricity produced differs (only
slightly) between the scenarios. As we assume the same LCOE in
both scenarios, the deviation in weighted average prices and thus
the total production of electricity is very small i.e. less than 1%.
However, in studies using energy system models to generate the
scenarios, the electricity cost and the power production deviate
more strongly between the two scenarios (see e.g. Koelbl et al.
[31]). In Koelbl et al. [31] the weighted average electricity cost is
about 12% lower in the CCS scenario and the electricity production
by about 3% higher. Consequently, the total monetary output of
power production is around 9% higher in the NOCCS scenario. For
our study this implies that economic impacts of the NOCCS sce-
nario would become somewhat higher and differentials to the
CCS scenario for GVA and employment are then likely to be some-
what larger. Also, note that we have developed a method to consis-
tently estimate the final demand for power production within the
IO-framework while keeping total output the same. As upstream
effects between the power portfolios differ, final demand will dif-
fer. However, this difference turns out to be minimal (less than 1%).

The CO2 emission expenses, the assumption on operating sur-
plus and the endogenization of gross fixed capital consumption
drive our results for direct GVA from power production. First,
expenses on CO2 emissions are higher in the NOCCS scenario. Total
amount of GVA classified as tax expenditure is by EUR
1,000,000,000 higher in the NOCCS scenario. Subtracting this
amount from the total GVA differential would change the result,
making the GVA slightly higher in the CCS scenario because then
the higher upstream results dominate. However, if we keep the
assumption that total monetary output of power is the same in
the two scenarios, removing the tax expenses from the calculations
would not change the result. The GVA differential remains higher
in the NOCCS scenario as capital expenses are larger in the NOCCS
scenario. Second, if we calculate the results without endogenizing
gross fixed capital consumption the GVA differential becomes even
larger and GVA results are again higher under the NOCCS strategy.
Still, this would considerably decrease the differential in employ-
ment between the scenarios as the upstream effects of the higher
capital investments associated with construction services would
be eliminated. Since the analysis is static and made for a one-
year time frame, we feel it is justified, however to annualize capital
costs to increase comparability of technologies. The higher levels of
capital investment are an important reason why the renewable
technologies have a different impact on the economy than fuel
based non-renewable options. Finally, we assume that the cost of
financing the capital investments can be treated as operating prof-
its. This also makes the GVA in the NOCCS higher than in the CCS
scenario. Eliminating this differential would not change the gap
in GVA between the CCS and NOCCS scenario significantly.

5.3. Limitation of study scope

Notably, this study is limited to the power sector. Thus eco-
nomic impacts of mitigation measures outside the power sector
are omitted from the results. This excludes, for example, the
impacts of investments in end-use efficiency measures. It has been
shown in simulation exercises (e.g. Koelbl et al. [31]) that a sce-
nario not allowing for CCS needs higher energy savings and thus
more investments in energy saving measures. Because of the rela-
tively high GVA and employment and low import intensity of such
efficiency investments, the difference between the CCS and the
NOCCS scenario would become larger if we include such measures,
making the CCS portfolio an even less favorable strategy for the
power sector in the Netherlands.

Focusing exclusively on the power sector also reduces the suit-
ability of the two scenarios. Both scenarios were originally con-
structed for the whole energy system. Thus, mitigation efforts
can be differently distributed over sectors in the two scenarios.
Moreover, emission pathways can take a different course until
2050.25 A ballpark estimate of emissions26 from the power portfolios
as proposed by Koopmans et al. [7] for 2030 shows that at this point
in time the CO2 emissions from the NOCCS portfolio are higher27

(while they are calibrated to be roughly the same in 2050). Thus,
more emission reduction efforts must be in place either in another
sector for the NOCCS scenario or later in time. From the sensitivity
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analysis we can deduct that in 2050, macro-level differences are sim-
ilar for all three indicators as in 2030 but about three times as strong.
This indicates that the tendency of higher GVA and employment as
well as lower import dependency of the NOCCS scenario is robust
on the macro-level. Nevertheless, we recommend further research
looking at the whole target period and including all sectors. Such
extensions could be made by repeating the IO-analysis presented
here for all years or by building a dynamic simulation model based
on CGE. Again, we deem this beyond the scope of the present paper.

A final, important limitation in the scope concerns the potential
economic impacts for the Netherlands arising from developing a
competitive advantage and thus gaining market shares in the glo-
bal CCS market. For example, Koornneef et al. [6] consider this a
considerable additional benefit and cumulatively over the period
between 2010 and 2050 they estimate that the value added gener-
ated by Dutch companies due to their competitive advantage in the
CCS sector could add up to EUR 13,000,000,000. However, they do
not compare these results to value added that could be gained by
Dutch companies from gaining global market shares in renewable
technologies if the emphasis in the Dutch energy sector is shifted
towards those technologies. The presented IO-analysis cannot
account for such comparative advantage and technological change
dynamics. We feel that, although such considerations are impor-
tant, they are intrinsically hard to quantify and model, even in
more advanced simulation models. In the end, such predictions
are surrounded with such high levels of uncertainty that results
become highly speculative.
5.4. Limitation of scenario availability

The portfolios for power production suggested in Koopmans
et al. [7] are two reasonable outcomes for the future power mix
in the Netherlands. But of course one could argue there are many
more. They are based on assumptions of technology availability,
potentials and technological development. However, such assump-
tions are surrounded by uncertainty and these scenarios are not a
result of a cost optimization exercises. Therefore, the power mix in
both scenarios may be different which could change the results of
this study. For example, the share of renewable power in the two
portfolios could be larger given that the Netherlands has set a tar-
get for renewable energy in 2023 of 16% [64]. Especially in the CCS
scenario the share of renewables in 2030 is only 13%. Therefore, we
conducted a sensitivity analysis were we increase the share of
renewable power in both scenarios. The results show that the dif-
ferences between the two scenarios for the three indicators on the
macro-level become somewhat less pronounced. The tendency is
however the same. The scenarios analyzed here are not intended
to be actual predictions. Instead we chose these scenarios as con-
sistent and published alternatives that are representative of a
future with and without CCS.

The CCS scenario from Koopmans et al. [7] does not foresee CCS
in combination with Biomass (BECCS). Because of its potential to
produce negative emissions, BECCS can be an important mitigation
tool under stringent mitigation targets [71–73]. A similar study for
Europe indicates that BECCS can increase gross employment
impacts via domestic bio-energy production [31]. These effects
are unlikely to tip the balance of gross employment impacts for
the CCS strategy in the Netherlands, as potentials for bio-energy
production are limited in the Netherlands. Thus, higher bio-
energy use in the CCS scenario than in the NOCCS scenario is unli-
kely to significantly increase domestic production (and thus
employment and GVA) of bio-energy but rather increase import
dependency. It is however, likely that such imports could be
sourced from a diverse portfolio of reliable trading partners, which
is less likely for natural gas.
5.5. Limitation in data sources

One of the main objectives of developing EXIOBASE was to cre-
ate a very detailed, global multi-regional system of supply-use and
input-output tables and to integrate as much as possible environ-
mental data regarding emissions, energy, materials, water, land
and waste into the SUT/IOT framework. With this global perspec-
tive in mind EXIOBASE is very well suited for global analysis of
resource use and emissions issues, including simultaneous assess-
ment of production- and consumption-based environmental indi-
cators for nations and groups of nations. However, the specific
input and output structures of detailed sectors and products are
not always represented with a high level of accuracy. Except for
the total output levels, it would be misleading to directly use EXIO-
BASE in order to draw conclusions about relative efficiencies of dif-
ferent technologies or to compare between countries’ input
structures of sectors that went through the disaggregation proce-
dure. The reason behind it is that EXIOBASE is mainly based on
the public and official statistical sources with good geographical
coverage. These sources, however, often lack detailed sectoral
information. In case of a sector-specific research question, as in this
paper, it is important that a researcher crosschecks other national
sources and/or specialized sector studies and adjusts the data if
necessary. In this research we therefore adjusted the input vectors
for power production in the Netherlands based on techno-
economic data for the Netherlands. The data was used to calculate
cost shares of six categories (see Tables 2 and 3), which were then
further distributed over supplying sectors based on the detailed
distribution in EXIOBASE as described in Table 3. In that way we
make sure that for instance fuel supply coefficients are consistent
with future assumptions about efficiency and prices. Furthermore,
we exclude input coefficients such as pipeline transport services
from technologies that are unlikely to make use of this service
(e.g. nuclear, biomass, coal and renewable power production).
However, conclusions from detailed sector results should be drawn
with the utmost caution and need further robustness checks using
detailed and more precise data.

Finally, the discount rates to annualize the capital cost and to
calculate the financing cost were set to 10% for all technologies.
However, discount rates differ between technologies and sectors.
In fact, they even differ between companies in sectors. This would
mostly influence the amount of value added per technology as the
capital financing cost change depending on the discount rate.
Oxera Consulting Ltd [35] give projected discount rates for future
power generation technologies which we used in order to test
the sensitivity of the macro-level results. The results show that
results remain qualitatively similar. Quantitatively the differential
in GVA and import dependency decreases whereas the difference
in total employment impacts increases. We chose to present the
results for an identical discount rate not to confound our main
effects here.

6. Conclusions

In this study, we made a socio-economic (what-if) analysis for
two different low-carbon power production portfolios suitable
for the Netherlands around the year 2030. We compared GVA,
gross employment and import dependency impacts of a power
mix with and without carbon capture and storage. For this we used
bottom-up technology data (LCOE) and a macro-economic IO-table
(EXIOBASE). In order to integrate the 2030 projection of power pro-
duction technology shares into a 2007 Input-Output table data-
base, we developed a method to consistently estimate final
demand for power production within the IO-framework. This is
especially useful when IO-tables need to be linked with techno-
economic energy system models to look at future energy
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consumption as these models may not project final demand of
energy consumption separately from intermediate demand.

The comparison of the scenarios is static, and effects on the
macro-level are only partial effects as macro-economic feedbacks
are not included. Still, the results provide a first indication of the
wider socio-economic impacts of including or excluding CCS in
the power sector in the Netherlands to mitigate carbon dioxide
emissions especially for the sector level. The major difference
between the scenarios is the share of nuclear and thermal fossil
fuel plants (coal & natural gas) and the share of renewables (wind
and bio-energy) in power production for 2030. Differences for indi-
vidual sectors can be considerable. On the aggregate national level,
however, results are modest in comparison to the macro-economic
totals in 2007.

Sector-level results suggest that the sector providing con-
struction work is affected notably by the choice between the
two scenarios. While for GVA the direct impacts are most impor-
tant, for employment upstream market differences are largest for
construction services. The latter is higher in the NOCCS scenario
due to the higher construction demand for renewable power pro-
duction. This difference can become more severe with a larger
share of renewables in the NOCCS scenario and a larger share of
coal CCS in the CCS scenario (which is suggested by the power
portfolio projections for 2050).

As natural gas power plays a larger role in the CCS portfolio,
GVA and employment in gas mining and for gas distribution
services are higher for this strategy. However for natural gas
the strong difference between the scenarios is alleviated when
we take into account larger import shares of natural gas in the
future. Although, there are also notable differences between the
portfolio compositions with respect to coal power, this does not
make a difference for GVA and employment on the sector level
within the Netherlands. Since coal is imported, the difference
appears outside of the European Union.

In the upstream sectors the difference between the CCS and
the NOCCS scenario is more important for employment than for
GVA. First, upstream employment is higher in the NOCCS scenario
than in the CCS scenario and the opposite is the case for GVA. This
is largely because the additional jobs from construction in the
NOCCS scenario dominate the national upstream difference in
employment, while GVA in natural gas mining dominates the dif-
ference in GVA between the scenarios in the upstream sectors. Sec-
ond, the difference in employment for construction is higher by a
factor of 16 than the negative difference in the mining sector, while
the GVA difference in the mining sector is only about 3 times as
high as in the construction sector. This implies that the relative dif-
ference for the upstream markets is more significant for
employment.

The partial effect on total gross value added in the Nether-
lands is somewhat lower in the CCS scenario. The difference in
GVA is small compared to the total GVA in the Netherlands, but
compared to GVA from power production it is a substantial
amount. The dominating factor in the GVA difference is the larger
amount of expenses on carbon emissions in the NOCCS scenario as
emissions from this portfolio are higher in 2030. Under historical
import shares of natural gas, upstream impacts for GVA are higher
in the CCS scenario than in the NOCCS scenario. However, this was
shown to depend on the assumptions regarding natural gas
imports.

The partial effect on employment in the Netherlands is
somewhat less employment in the CCS scenario than in the
NOCCS scenario. Gross employment is lower in the CCS scenario,
as for GVA. Again, in comparison to the total workforce in 2007,
the impact is small (0.07%), but it makes about 45% of employment
from power production in 2007. The difference in direct employ-
ment plays a much smaller role here than the difference in
employment from upstream demands. The difference is largely
due to the strong difference in employment intensity of the most
impacted upstream markets. In fact, the major difference is made
by fuel inputs (natural gas) with low employment intensity but
high use in the CCS scenario and capital inputs (construction ser-
vices), which are employment intensive and in higher demand
for renewable power production.

The CCS scenario leads to a higher dependency on imports of
coal and, to a lesser degree, natural gas from outside Europe.
Total imports are around EUR 776,000,000 higher when using the
CCS power portfolio. This difference makes 0.4% of the total
imports in the 2007 IO-table, and is as high as 23% of the imports
to power production in 2007. The higher import dependency is
mainly a result of the higher use of coal and natural gas from out-
side Europe. Because this leads mostly to higher coal imports, the
consequence for energy security is small given the fact that coal
is produced in a large number of countries. However, if import
shares of natural gas would become more important, the energy
security impacts could be more severe.

Expected higher natural gas imports in the future amplify
differences in macro-results, and aggravate import depen-
dency. We found that total GVA, employment and import differ-
ences have the same sign but become larger if import shares of
natrual gas for power production are increased. Still, while
upstream results for GVA are higher in the CCS scenario under
the trade structure of 2007, increasing the natural gas import
shares to 60% changes the sign of upstream results. Then they
are somewhat higher in the NOCCS scenario, as natural gas is com-
paratively GVA intensive. Additionally, higher natural gas imports
increase the import dependency and have adverse implications
for energy security as natural gas supply is regionally less
diversified.

The sensitivity analysis shows that results become stronger
with larger deviations in technology shares between the scenar-
ios in 2050. As the shares of renewables increase in the NOCCS
portfolio while shares of coal with CCS are higher in the CCS strat-
egy in order to meet the emission reduction target in 2050, we find
that macro-level results become more pronounced. The difference
in total intermediate imports from outside Europe and GVA is more
than three times as high as for the 2030 portfolio comparison, and
the difference in employment is about five times as high. Also,
upstream GVA in the CCS scenario becomes less than in the NOCCS
scenario. The driving force behind these findings are the higher
domestic production inputs to renewable technologies in the
NOCCS scenario as opposed to the higher imports for coal fired
power with CCS. This means that, in comparison to the
renewable-based scenario, coal imports shift upstream impacts
abroad in contrast to renewable power where IO-table data sug-
gests high shares of domestically produced construction and busi-
ness services.

While the results provide a first indication of impacts of a CCS
versus a no-CCS case, the results have to be interpreted against
the background of the scenarios. Key limitations we pointed out
are (1) the exclusive focus on the power sector which excludes
the impacts of measures in other sectors, (2) the higher emission
reductions in the CCS scenario within the power sector in 2030,
(3) the exclusion of energy saving measures, (4) the missing price
effects and (5) the lacking availability of precise input data to
specific power production options on the level of product resolu-
tion given by the IO-table. However, some of the conclusions are
indicative for other scenarios and the results can be used in order
to get an estimate of how impacts might change for other
scenarios.

Further research should be done (1) using a macro-economic
model that can account for feedback effects (2) using a scenario
that includes the whole energy system and (3) gather improved
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technology specific input data with a high product/supply sector
resolution. Since IO-tables cannot take into account macro-
economic feedback effects from price changes or policies it would
be crucial to explore how results would change if such feedbacks
are considered. We also discussed that our analysis cannot lead
to strong conclusions as long as it is conducted only for the isolated
power sector. Therefore, results need to be validated in a model
study that can account (at least) for the whole energy system.
Finally, with respect to sector results we have shown a method
in order to alleviate the possible bias from the generic data con-
struction for the IO-table. However, this mostly covers the level
of detail of the LCOE cost components shown in the method sec-
tion. To make solid conclusions on the sector level, it is crucial to
invest in data collection with a high level of detail for these
technologies.

The advantage of our method over these more elaborate and
precise modeling exercises, however, is that the IO-Model allows
for very high sectoral resolution and has the important benefit of
being fully tractable. Our simulation is not intended to yield very
precise predictions, but it very clearly shows where the quantita-
tively most important effects are to be expected in a transition to
a more climate neutral energy system with and without CCS.
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